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I AM...
The I AM journey is made up of four parts, with each part building on

the next. 

We begin at the beginning with low self-esteem (I AM More Than

Enough workbook) which, when healed, moves you forward to… 

Creating a higher level of confidence (I AM Confident workbook). A

heightened level of confidence naturally brings with it a sense of

knowing that… 

You are deserving of greatness (I AM Deserving workbook). Great self-

esteem, confidence and belief that you deserve everything you desire

frees you so you can… 

Be seen for who you are and the gifts you have to share (I AM Ready to

be Seen workbook). 

And then, with all four pieces in place, the money in your business is

unlocked and begins to flow.
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1. Improve
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2. Build 

confidence

3. Believe 

you're 

deserving 

4. Be Seen
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From Ilana's

Desk
Every journey of personal change begins with you. Your self-

esteem shows you and the world how you value yourself and

dictates how you show up for your life. 

In this workbook we’ll be looking at the language you use

and the behaviours you repeat within yourself. And I’ll show

you how to reframe them so you can move into a space of

knowing that you are already more than enough.  

Let’s begin…

Contact me:

Ilana Jankowitz  |  Email: ilana@MindfulMoneyCoaching.com  |  Calendar: https://calendly.com/moneymagic

Ilana 



Procrastinate 

Seek Perfection in everything

Have no boundaries

People pleaser

Comparison with othersKeeping yourself small - for exampling calling your

business a little business or a hobby

Doubt yourself

Feel alone

Keep yourself Isolated

Suppose you were to say to yourself over and over again, “I am stupid” - guess

what, before too long, you’d end up believing it was true. 

Behind every issue that we have sits a lack of confidence and low self esteem which

we have learned from what we say to ourselves. 

Which of these do you do?

I’m going to introduce you to some exercises which will help you change what you

believe by changing what you say to yourself. 

And when you do, amazing things start to happen: your image, your career, your

business, your relationships, your friends… they all get sorted when you believe you

are enough. 

You stop comfort eating, impulse shopping, binge watching TV - when you know

you are enough, you don't need any of those things to cover up negative feelings.
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WHAT DO YOU TELL YOURSELF EVERY DAY?



Not Starting something is not allowing yourself to be. List below three things that

you are not. 

What were if the opposite were true? Write below the opposing statement to each

of your answers below.

Not maintaining something is not allowing yourself to do. What do you not have

the energy to do? What is scaring you? What is holding you back? List three things

below: 
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ARE YOU A STARTER MAINTAINER OR

FINISHER? 



What if the opposite were true? Write below the opposing statement to each of your

answers below.

Not finishing something is not allowing yourself to have. Are you worried about

what people will say? What if you make it big and have lots of money for example. 

 List three things below that scare you about having what you want?
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Minimising your current beliefs

Spend a few minutes writing down everything you believe about yourself which is

negative. Be objective about this rather than using it to punish yourself.



Daily reminders of how amazing you are

Create visual reminders around your home and office to remind yourself that you

are enough.  Invest in a pack of liquid chalk pens (they wash off if you need them to)

and  write on your mirror I am good enough. 

Make it the screen saver,on your phone or on your PC. 

Put a post-it note on your desk: I am enough. I am amazing. 

Write it on the fridge (especially if you are seeking to eat less) 

Stick a note to the inside of your purse: I am good enough. 

Fill your world with this positive message - put it wherever you need to see it.By

telling yourself that you are Enough and that you are ready for your business to

work you will  see the flow of abundance in your life.  

When you know that you are enough, you give the world permission to see you
as enough.
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What if the opposite were true? Write below the opposing statement to your answer

below.

Create a mental picture of how you see yourself. Now, hold that picture in your

mind and make it smaller. Make it smaller again. Make it so small that you have to

screw up your eyes to see it.  Make it even smaller until it completely disappears. As

you do this tell yourself I am enough, I am enough.

Practice this every day until the mental picture you have of yourself is positive.
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Notes


